
Village of Merrillan - Seasonal Maintenance Worker
Rev. 05/20/2024

Title: Seasonal Maintenance Worker Department: Public Works

Reports To: Superintendent Status: Seasonal

Position Summary:
The Village of Merrillan is seeking a self-motivated, mechanically inclined individual to join our team as a
seasonal maintenance worker. As a key member of our maintenance team, you will be responsible for
performing various tasks related to grounds maintenance, facilities upkeep, and waste management.

Key Responsibilities:
* Operate riding and push type mowers, as well as weed and brush trimming equipment to maintain Village
grounds and facilities
* Collect and dispose of garbage and litter in a timely and efficient manner
* Perform minor repairs on facilities and equipment to ensure continued functionality
* Conduct routine maintenance tasks, including cleaning public restrooms and other facilities
* Operate a variety of equipment and tools, including heavy machinery and hand tools
* Follow written and oral instructions to ensure tasks are completed accurately and efficiently
* Perform moderately heavy labor, including lifting, bending, and carrying
* Other duties may be assigned

Requirements:
* Self-motivated and able to work independently
* Mechanically inclined with experience operating equipment and machinery
* Ability to perform routine maintenance tasks, including cleaning and minor repairs
* Ability to follow written and oral instructions
* Ability to lift, bend, and carry moderately heavy loads
* Physical stamina to perform tasks that require walking, standing, and working outdoors

Work Environment:
This is a seasonal position that requires working outdoors in various weather conditions. The position may
involve working in a fast-paced environment with multiple priorities and deadlines.

If you are a motivated individual with a strong work ethic and mechanical aptitude, we encourage you to
apply!

Approximately 40 hours a week. Starting wage $16.00 per hour.

Job applications can be picked up at the municipal building office at 101 S Main Street, Merrillan or
online at https://merrillanwi.gov/employment
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